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AA XX 100 Urbanistas: Amplifying the Voices of Women to Make Cities Better for Everyone
Thursday 5 October, 6.30
Lecture Hall
From a simple call out to women with a shared love of cities, Urbanistas has grown to a global network of over 1,500 people committed to changing the way cities are designed, governed and thought about. Hear from Liane Hartley, the founder of Urbanistas and chapter heads from across the UK and Sydney about the impact the network has had on their cities and careers.

Saturday Gallery Talk
Elizabeth Darling & Lynne Walker
AA XX 100: AA Women in Architecture 1917–2017
Saturday 7 October, 11.00
AA Gallery
AA Members are invited to join Elizabeth Darling and Lynne Walker, curators of AA XX 100: AA Women in Architecture 1917–2017, for an in-situ conversation about the exhibition’s content and design. Places are free for AA Members. Book online at memberevents.aaschool.ac.uk.

Exhibitions
Exhibitions are open Monday to Friday 10.00–7.00, Saturday 10.00–5.00, until 9 December.
Private Views Friday 6 October, 6.30.

AA XX 100
AA Women in Architecture 1917–2017
AA Gallery, Front and Back
Members’ Rooms
The story of women at the Architectural Association is at once a history of women’s presence within a particular educational institution, a history of women’s presence within the architectural profession and part of the history of twentieth-century architecture in both Britain and the wider world. The exhibition explores this story, beginning in 1917 – the first year the AA admitted women students – before radiating outwards to explore the generations of practices, collaborations, politics and networks that were not only kindled by their education but have shaped the AA itself. Projects range from the first building designed by AA women – a Sussex memorial hall – to recent work by Amanda Levete Architects and Zaha Hadid’s work and connections at the AA.

The exhibition is curated by Elizabeth Darling and Lynne Walker, designed by Eva Jiricna and Georgina Papathanasiou, and accompanied by the release of the book AA Women in Architecture 1917–2017.

AA Honours
Until Friday 15 December
Graduate Gallery
The 2016–17 Diploma Honours projects offer a window into how the AA continuously pursues the teaching and learning of architecture in the form we know best: one mind, student, project or portfolio at a time. The exhibition includes the Fifth Year projects of Nathan Su, Jisoo Hwang, Joshua Penk, Rory Sherlock and Jonathan Cheng.

London Architecture Guide
Unlock the rich history of London’s finest architecture from Roman times to the present day with an iOS app guide developed by The Architecture Foundation. Explore the capital’s best buildings by period, type and architect with this intuitive tool for locals and visitors alike. The app is available for free from the App store. Search: ‘Architectural Association’.

Swiss Sensibility: The Culture of Architecture in Switzerland
Swiss architects, ranging from high-density urban developments to alpine retreats, and examples of both modernist and traditional Swiss building culture, are featured in ‘Swiss Sensibility: The Culture of Architecture in Switzerland’. The book presents 25 recent Swiss buildings designed by 16 influential Swiss architects, ranging from high-density urban developments to alpine retreats, and examples of both modernist and traditional Swiss building culture, and its demands for high-quality design and functionality by an insider’s and outsider’s point of view (and which includes an extended interview with architect Peter Zumthor). Join us for a drinks reception with author Anna Roos on Tuesday 3 October, 7.00. By Anna Roos
Architecture in Switzerland
Book Launch
Wednesday 4 October
6.30 Book Launch
Swiss Sensibility: The Culture of Architecture in Switzerland
AA Bookshop
See Lectures & Events

Urbanistas: Amplifying the Voices of Women to Make Cities Better for Everyone
Thursday 5 October
6.30 Book Launch
to meet the authors of Urbanistas: Amplifying the Voices of Women to Make Cities Better for Everyone.

Friday 6 October
6.30 Exhibition Private Views
AA XX 100 Women in Architecture 1917–2017
AA Gallery, Front and Back
Members’ Rooms
AA Diploma Honours and Prizes
Graduate Gallery

Saturday 7 October
11.00 Saturday Gallery Talk
AA XX 100 Exhibition
AA Gallery
See Lectures & Events
Mon 2
Symposium: Hooke Park Conversation
Organised by Design + Make
2pm

Tue 3
Members’ Screening: Urbanized
AA Cinema, 7pm

Wed 4
AA XX 100: Urbanistas
Book Launch: Swiss Sensibility
AA Bookshop

Thu 5
Amplifying the Voices of Women to
Make Cities Better for Everyone

Fri 6
Exhibition Private Views & Book Launch
AA XX 100: AA Women in Architecture
1917–2017
AA Diploma Honours & Prizes
6.30pm

Sat 7
Saturday Gallery Talk:
Elizabeth Darling & Lynne Walker
AA XX 100: AA Women in Architecture
1917–2017
AA Gallery, 11am